Objective: We systematically reviewed models to predict adult ICU length of stay. Data Sources: We searched the Ovid EMBASE and MEDLINE databases for studies on the development or validation of ICU length of stay prediction models.
ICU LoS to drive direct quality improvement; and 3) enabling case-mix correction when comparing average LoS between ICUs (benchmarking). The requirements of an ICU LoS prediction model differ between these situations. A model for planning purposes or to identify individuals or groups with unexpectedly long ICU LoS needs to predict ICU LoS reliably for individual patients. When benchmarking the quality or efficiency of ICU care and benchmark reports are based on summary measures of differences between expected and observed LoS (6), a prediction model needs to predict total ICU LoS accurately across ICUs.
A range of models to predict case-mix-adjusted ICU LoS have been published. However, their clinical utility is unclear (6, 7) , and there is no consensus on which is the best (8) (9) (10) . Predicting ICU LoS accurately is difficult for three reasons. First, statistical methods often assume a Gaussian distribution, but ICU LoS is generally right skewed (11) . Second, patients admitted to an ICU form a heterogeneous group with a wide range of complex health issues, each of which may have a different association with ICU LoS (7) . Third, the association between severity of illness and ICU LoS differs for ICU survivors and ICU nonsurvivors (11) . If not correctly addressed, these points could lead to wildly inaccurate or biased predictions of ICU LoS, thus negating their utility (11) .
In this article, we systematically review reporting and methodologic quality of models for predicting ICU LoS and assess their suitability for planning ICU resources, identifying unexpectedly long ICU LoS, and benchmarking. We examine characteristics most relevant to clinicians assessing the suitability of a published model to predict ICU LoS in their own hospital or group of hospitals. 
MeTHODS

Search Strategy and Inclusion and exclusion Criteria
We searched the Ovid EMBASE and Ovid MEDLINE databases from database inception until October 31, 2014, by searching all fields and including citations in progress, which are not indexed with MeSH headings. The search query consisted of three subqueries, with synonyms and combined with "and," on intensive care, LoS, and prediction. We present the detailed search strategy in Table S1 (Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/C203). We included all original articles describing the development and/or validation of a prediction model for ICU LoS in adult patients. We excluded duplicate studies, articles not written in English and studies that were later updated by the same research group. When deciding whether to include an article, the authors (I.W.M.V., A.A.) classified the articles by reading the title and abstract, then compared and discussed their results until they reached consensus about the eligibility of the article based on the title and abstract. Dr. Verburg manually reviewed the references in articles found. The authors (I.W.M.V., A.A.) read the full text of the included articles and independently scored the items for each model. If necessary, disagreement in all steps was reconciled by discussion with other authors (S.E., N.F.d.K.).
assessment of Methodologic and Reporting Quality
We used the consensus-based Checklist for Critical Appraisal and Data Extraction for Systematic Reviews of Prediction Modelling Studies (12) to assess the quality of reporting in the studies. This checklist was based on previously published reporting guidelines, systematic reviews, methodologic literature, and pilot versions discussed within the Cochrane Prognosis Methods Groups. Although the checklist is relatively new, it has already been used in scientific reviews (13) (14) (15) . We extended the checklist with three items of importance in prediction models (16) and four items on how the prediction model handled four specific subgroups of ICU patients: 1) patients readmitted to the ICU; 2) patients transferred from or to another ICU; 3) patients who survived their ICU stay versus patients who died on the ICU; and 4) patients who underwent cardiac surgery. Although the checklist presents items to Overall severity of illness consist of Acute Physiology Score (APS), Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score, APACHE III score, Simplified APS (SAPS) II score, SAPS III score, SAPS probability of mortality, and Mortality Probability Models (MPM). Interaction with age (coma, systolic blood pressure, cirrhosis, metastatic neoplasm, cardiac dysrhythmia, intracranial mass effect, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation before ICU), APACHE III score, SAPS II score, Therapeutic Intervention Scoring System score, mechanical ventilation, gender, calendar year, hospital type, yearly number of admissions, and ICU death. The order of the studies in this table is based on "study period. " 'x' indicates patient exclusion criterium is used for this study or predictor is considered for inclusion for this study.
Critical Care Medicine www.ccmjournal.org e225 report on, no score and no weight per item were reported. To circumvent this, we assess the methodologic quality of prediction models using 11 items that we considered as important, based on literature (12, 16) . We assigned item scores of zero (not), one (partly), or two (yes) points and calculated a total score for reporting and methodologic quality. There were 39 items in the reporting score for a total of 78 possible points, and 11 items in the methodologic score for a total of 22 possible points. All items are presented in Table S2 (Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.com/CCM/C204).
Definition of Utility in Predicting ICU loS
In order to assess the models, we defined four requirements on prediction models in advance. The first three were applicable to models for all purposes. We regarded a model as suitable if: 1) the variables required to predict ICU LoS have been published; 2) it does not include any organizational characteristics; and 3) it has a low level of bias, demonstrate by at least "moderate" calibration (17 
ReSUlTS
We identified 3,818 unique articles in EMBASE and MEDLINE and selected 25 (0.7%) based on the title and abstract. Following inspection of the full text, we included 13 studies (52.0%) and identified one additional study from the references of previously included articles (19) . We excluded three studies (9, 20, 21) 
www.ccmjournal.org because a more recent version of the model was available (8) . Hence, we included 11 studies describing the development of 31 models (6-8, 10, 11, 19, 22-26) . We present the inclusion process in Figure S1 (Supplemental Digital Content 3, http://links. lww.com/CCM/C205; legend: flowchart representing the result of search and the number of articles excluded and eligible for review). Most studies presented one model, but four (6, 7, 10, 11) each presented between two and 12 models. Three studies (10, 11, 24) described the external validation and one a second-order recalibration (10) of the Acute Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) IV (8) model for ICU LoS. We present information on geographic location, time period of data collection, observed mean and median ICU LoS, number of variables estimated of ICUs, and included patients in Table 1 . Data were collected between 1995 (25) and 2011 (11) over periods of 1 month (25) to 11 years (23) in Europe (6, 11, 25) (19) .
We present patient exclusion criteria and candidate predictors considered for inclusion in Table 2 . Studies used exclusion based on observed value of ICU LoS, such as incomplete or unknown ICU LoS, ICU LoS less than 4 (7, 8, 10, 11, 20, 21, 23, 24) or 6 hours (6), and ICU LoS greater than 48 hours (25) or 60 days (7, 23) . Three studies included ICU organizational characteristics, such as geographic location, ICU level, number of beds, or teaching hospital status (6, 7, 23) .
In Table 3 , we present how researchers handled patients, who were readmitted to the ICU, transferred between ICUs, underwent cardiac surgery, or died before ICU discharge. The researchers' strategies for handling readmissions were as follows: 1) including only a patient's first admission to the ICU (7, 8, 10, 11, 19, 23) ; 2) including readmission as predictor in the model (24); 3) defining ICU LoS as the sum of all ICU LoS of a patient's ICU admission (22) and; 4) including readmissions as separate data records (6) . Three studies excluded patients based on transfer to (11, 24) or from another ICU (8, 11, 24) and six excluded one or more groups of cardiac surgery patients (6, 8, 10, 11, 24, 26) . Researchers handled patients, whose ICU stay ended in death by: including death as a predictor (6, 7, 23) , excluding patients dying within an hour of ICU admission (26), or developing different models for ICU survivors and nonsurvivors (11) . Two studies related ICU LoS to in-hospital mortality (6, 19) , presenting expected and observed ICU LoS separately for survivors and nonsurvivors (8, 24) . Five studies neglected mortality in their model.
We present results on model evaluation and performance reported by the original authors in Table 4 . The authors used a random sample from the development dataset of (6-8, 10, 22-24) bootstrap methods (7) or data from different time periods (26) or ICUs (25) . The total number of admissions for validation ranged from 460 (25) to 46,517 (8) and the average number per variable from 35 (10) to 2,843 (6). The Pearson correlation coefficients ranged from 0.05 (10, 26) to 0.28 (6) across patients and from 0.01 (10) to 0.62 (8) across ICUs. Differences between the mean observed and mean predicted ICU LoS ranged between 0.01 and 4.7 days and were not statistically significant for seven models. Two studies test these differences for subgroups of the covariates included in their model (10, 28) . Four studies presented a calibration curve (6, 8, 10, 24) but none regression coefficients. Table 5 described the suitability of models according to our predefined requirements. No models met all of our requirements for models for planning the number of beds and members of staff required or identifying individual patients or groups of patients with unexpectedly long ICU LoS to drive direct quality improvement. The APACHE IV model (8) and a second-order recalibration with updated model variables of this model (10) fulfilled most of our requirements for models for benchmarking (Table S3 , Supplemental Digital Content 4, http://links.lww.com/CCM/C206). However, the requirement for moderate calibration was not fulfilled.
We present external validation studies on the APACHE IV model in Table S3 We present the scores assigned to the methodologic quality items in Table S2 (Supplemental Digital Content 2, http:// links.lww.com/CCM/C204). The overall reporting quality scores ranged from 49 (26) to 60 (6) and median score of 55. The overall methodologic quality scores ranged from 12 (7, 19, 23, 25) to 16 (22) points and a median score of 14. Further items extracted from each study are described in Table S4 (Supplemental Digital Content 5, http://links.lww.com/CCM/C207).
DISCUSSION
In this systematic review, we focussed on the utility of models for predicting ICU LoS and assessed their suitability for planning ICU resources, identifying unexpectedly long ICU LoS, and benchmarking ICUs. We included eleven studies on model development and three studies externally validating the APACHE IV model (8) . We concluded that no models fulfilled all of our requirements for planning ICU resources or identifying patients with unexpectedly long ICU LoS. The original (8) and a second-order recalibration of the (10) APACHE IV model fulfilled most of our requirements for benchmarking. However, these models did not fulfill our requirement for moderate calibration. As no models fulfilled our requirements, physicians choosing to use them to predict ICU LoS should interpret the predications with reservation. Benchmarking incorrect predictions can have large consequences, especially when benchmarking results are published and those without specialist statistical Critical Care Medicine www.ccmjournal.org e227 knowledge use them to judge hospitals. As patient characteristics in individual hospitals over time may remain more similar than between hospitals, benchmarking ICU LoS to an historical benchmark may be acceptable with these models. In addition, as healthcare and hospital policies differ between countries and over time, we recommend validating a model using recent local data before using it to predict individual or to benchmark hospitals on ICU LoS.
Four main aspects of reporting and methodologic quality in studies reporting on the development of prediction models for ICU LoS could be improved. The first is the exclusion of patients based on observed ICU LoS. Excluding a few extreme values might enable researchers to obtain a model with a reasonable fit for the majority of patients. However, suboptimal patient care could lead to prolonged ICU LoS and, when benchmarking, truncating ICU LoS or excluding patients with prolonged ICU LoS can lead to biased performance results (29) . The second is the handling of ICU nonsurvivors. The association between severity of illness and ICU LoS differs for ICU survivors and nonsurvivors (11) . It seem sensible to develop different models for these two groups. However, higher mortality rates could lead to shorter average ICU LoS, but it is undesirable to reduce ICU LoS at the cost of increasing mortality. Third, for benchmarking, composite indicators incorporating information on ICU LoS and mortality may be preferable to LoS as a single outcome measure. Fourth, some researchers used ordinary linear regression to predict ICU LoS. This can lead to predictions of ICU LoS which are negative and, as such, conceptually incorrect (11) . Logarithmic or other transformations of ICU LoS or other regression models can overcome these problems.
Our study has two main strengths over previous reviews of prediction models for ICU LoS. First, this is the first systematic review of ICU LoS prediction models for the general ICU population. Second, we systematically assessed the studies in light of three clinical applications and using established frameworks (12, 16, 30, 31) . Previously, researchers compared the APACHE IV (8), mortality probability (32) , and Simplified Acute Physiology Score (33) models and found that the APACHE IV scoring system is most frequently used to predict ICU LoS (8) . A systematic review in cardiac surgery patients identified several models for unexpectedly long ICU LoS (34), but we found no studies which defined ICU LoS in this way for the general ICU population. This may be because cardiac surgery is performed in relatively small number of specialist hospitals, and patients generally have a shorter and less variable ICU LoS than other patients. Our study also has five main weaknesses. First, we did not require studies to have a minimum sample size. Little consensus exists on the sample size required to prevent overfitting when constructing a prediction model for a continuous variable (35) (36) (37) . The minimum mean number of admissions per predictor is 82, and hence sufficient, according to the sparse literature. Second, we did not place restrictions on the period in which the data were collected; during the ICU stay, patient characteristics were measured or the point from which ICU LoS was measured. Two studies report on data collected in or before 1999 (22, 25) , two (24, 25) used characteristics that changed over time, and one (24) predicted prolonged ICU LoS beyond a threshold value. These models may not be suitable for current implementation, but throw light on patient characteristics that should be included in prediction models for ICU LoS. Although these models are substantially different to the other models included in this review, we believe that their inclusion does not influence our final conclusions because we do not recommend them for either purpose. Third, we did not examine differences in performance according to whether ICU LoS is defined in fractional or billing days. Fourth, we only included studies that developed or validated prediction models for ICU LoS. We did not include all studies evaluating associations between patient characteristics, such as Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, physiologic or laboratory values, and ICU LoS. Fifth, we did not consider the utility of models for the early identification of individuals with a high risk of excessively long ICU LoS. Constructing a good model for ICU LoS would require specialized statistical and clinical knowledge (8, 30, 31, (38) (39) (40) . For instance, as several studies (25) have reported an association between daily SOFA scores and ICU LoS, researchers could explore using these data for day-on-day planning. They could also examine novel statistical methods, such as joint modelling (41) and competing risks (42) to predict ICU LoS (43) (44) (45) (46) . However, we do not expect that these methods will result in substantially better models for predicting ICU LoS if they only consider patient characteristics. We expect that data on hospital characteristics and ICU policies and practice will also be required. However, including this type of characteristics will make it more difficult to use the resulting models for benchmarking purposes.
CONClUSION
No previously published models satisfy our three general requirements for prediction models for ICU LOS or our specific requirements for models to plan resource allocation and to identify patients with unexpectedly long ICU LoS or our specific requirements for models for benchmarking purposes. Physicians considering using these models to predict ICU LoS 
